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We investigate the linear instability and the adiabatic fidelity of a dark state in a nonlinear atom-trimer
conversion that is implemented by a stimulated Raman adiabatic passage �STIRAP�. We find that the interpar-
ticle interactions could induce the instability of the atom-trimer dark state in some parameter regimes. We also
discuss the adiabatic evolution of the dark state in terms of a newly defined adiabatic fidelity. Based on our
theoretical analysis, we propose a feasible two-photon STIRAP scheme that has high adiabatic fidelity, less
instability, and therefore could yield high atom-trimer conversion efficiency.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The creation of ultracold molecules has opened up new
possibilities for studies on molecular matter waves �1–4�,
strongly interacting superfluids �5�, high-precision molecular
spectroscopy �6�, and coherent molecular optics �7�. In an
atomic Bose-Einstein condensate �BEC� and a degenerate
Fermi-Fermi �8� or Fermi-Bose mixture �9�, a magnetic Fes-
hbach resonance �10� or an optical photoassociation �PA�
�11� technique has been used to create not only diatomic
molecules but also more complex molecular condensates
�12,13�. There, the efficiency of converting ultracold atoms
into stable tightly bounded molecules is one of the most
concerned issues. The stimulated Raman adiabatic passage
�STIRAP� �14–18� in PA has been suggested to be an effec-
tive way to create ground-state molecules, taking the advan-
tage of the coherent population trapping �CPT� state or dark
state �19,20�. In the adiabatic evolution process of the dark
state, the population on the excited molecular state is negli-
gible; hence, the population losses in the excited state are
suppressed effectively.

However, different from the traditional STIRAP in an
�-atomic system, the atom-molecule STIRAP contains non-
linearities that stem from the mean-field treatment of the in-
terparticle interactions and the conversion process of atoms
to molecules. The existence of these nonlinearities make it
difficult to analyze the adiabaticity of the atom-molecule
conversion systems because of the absence of the superposi-
tion principle. On the other hand, the nonlinear interparticle
collisions could also bring forth linear instability in certain
regions of the parameter space �21–25�, which is driven by
the emergence of the complex intrinsic frequencies of the
system. In the STIRAP, the linear instability could make the
quantum evolution deviate from the dark state rapidly even
in adiabatic limit �17�. Therefore, it is important to avoid
such instability for the success of the STIRAP.

On the other aspect, the adiabatic theory for nonlinear
quantum systems, i.e., the systems governed by the nonlinear

Schrödinger equation, was first discussed in �26�, where
adiabatic conditions and adiabatic invariants were obtained
through casting the nonlinear Schrödinger equation into an
effective classical Hamiltonian. Recently, Pu et al. �27� and
Ling et al. �28� extended the above adiabatic theory to the
atom-dimer conversion system by linking the nonadiabaticity
with the population growth in the collective excitations of
the dark state. An improved adiabatic condition was put for-
ward by Itin and Watanabe �29� via applying methods of
classical Hamiltonian dynamics. The above analysis of adia-
baticity and instability is mainly restricted to the atomic or
hybrid atom-dimer BEC systems �26–29�. Recently, the
atom-molecule dark-state technique in the STIRAP is theo-
retically generalized to create more complex homonuclear or
heteronuclear molecule—trimer or tetramer �30–33�. There-
fore, it is worthwhile to study the instability and the adiabatic
property of the dark state in such complex systems.

In the present paper, we include the nonlinear interparticle
collisions and focus on the linear instability induced by the
collisions and the adiabatic fidelity of the atom-trimer dark
state in the STIRAP. We implement the atom-trimer STIRAP
via two-photon photoassociation schemes, where atoms are
first photoassociated with excited dimers, and the dimers are
then coupled with another atom by the second optical field to
form the bound trimer molecules. We consider two schemes
to implement STIRAP. In the first scheme, the atom-dimer
coupling Rabi frequency is constant, while the dimer-trimer
coupling Rabi frequency is time dependent. In the second
scheme, the atom-dimer coupling Rabi frequency is modu-
lated, while the dimer-trimer coupling Rabi frequency is
fixed. In both cases, we find that the interparticle interactions
could bring forth linear instability of the atom-trimer dark
state. Taking the condensate system of 41K and 87Rb as an
example, we further plot the phase diagrams of the instability
in the parameter plane. We show that the second scheme has
smaller unstable regions than the first one; hence, the
STIARP technique can be implemented safely in a much
larger parameter range in this scheme. Moreover, we recog-
nize that the traditional definition of the adiabatic fidelity is
not applicable to atom-molecule conversion system owing to*liu_jie@iapcm.ac.cn
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the non-U�1� invariance of Hamiltonian �34,35�, while the
adiabatic evolution can only be thoroughly studied quantita-
tively by employing the quantity of the adiabatic fidelity that
describes the distance between the actual evolution and the
adiabatic states �i.e., dark state�. We therefore properly define
the adiabatic fidelity for this system. With the help of the
newly defined adiabatic fidelity, we demonstrate that the sec-
ond scheme has better adiabaticity and is more effective than
the first one in obtaining higher atom-trimer conversion effi-
ciency.

Our paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we present
the model and derive the CPT state solution. In Sec. III,
through casting the nonlinear Schrödinger equation into an
effective classical Hamiltonian, we investigate the linear in-
stability with analyzing the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian-
Jacobi matrix obtained via linearizing the nonlinear equa-
tions of motion at the fixed point that corresponds to the CPT
state. In Sec. IV, we study the adiabaticity of the CPT state
quantitatively based on a newly defined adiabatic fidelity. In
Sec. V our conclusion is presented.

II. MODEL: CPT STATE

Consider the atom-trimer conversion system, where the
heteronuclear timers A2B is formed by two different reaction
paths that involve intermediate dimers A2 �path AA� and AB
�path AB�, respectively. By denoting the Rabi frequency of
the atom-dimer �dimer-trimer� coupling optical field with ��
���� and detuning � ���, including s-wave scattering pro-
cesses, the second quantized Hamiltonian under the rotating
frame reads

Ĥ = Ĥ0 + Ĥint + Ĥcouple, �1�

where

Ĥ0 = − ����̂d
†�̂d + �� + ���̂g

†�̂g� , �2�

Ĥint = − ��
i,j

�ij� �̂i
†�̂ j

†�̂ j�̂i. �3�

For the two paths, the coupling terms are

Ĥcouple
AA = − ���1���̂d

†�̂a�̂a + H.c.� − �1���̂g
†�̂d�̂b + H.c.�� ,

�4�

Ĥcouple
AB = − ���2���̂d

†�̂a�̂b + H.c.� − �2���̂g
†�̂d�̂a + H.c.�� .

�5�

Here and afterward, marks AA and AB label the two differ-

ent paths and �̂i and �̂i
† are the annihilation and the creation

operators for state �i�, respectively. The terms proportional to
�ij represent two-body collisions with �ii� =4	�ai /mi and
�ij� =� ji� =2	�aij /mij for i� j �ai and aij are s-wave scattering
lengths, mi is the mass of species i, and mij is the reduced
mass between states i and j� characterizing the intrastate and
the interstate interaction strengths, respectively.

As in papers �16,35�, considering the conservation of the
total particle numbers for different species, we put Eq. �1�

into the grand canonical “Hamiltonian” by adding two mul-
tiples of the conserved particle number into the Hamiltonian,

K̂ = Ĥ − �
aN̂a − �
bN̂b, �6�

where �
a ,�
b are identified as the chemical potentials of
the corresponding atoms, and Na ,Nb are the operators for the
total particle number of the corresponding species. For the

AA path, N̂a= �̂a
†�̂a+2�̂d

†�̂d+2�̂g
†�̂g and N̂b= �̂b

†�̂b+ �̂g
†�̂g,

while for the AB path, N̂a= �̂a
†�̂a+ �̂d

†�̂d+2�̂g
†�̂g and N̂b

= �̂b
†�̂b+ �̂d

†�̂d+ �̂g
†�̂g.

From the Hamiltonian we can easily derive the equations
of motion of the unit-scaled operators. Under the mean-field

approximation, i.e., �̂i and �̂i
† are replaced with c numbers

�n�i and �n�i
�, where n is the density of the total particle

number. For the AA path, the set of the mean-field Gross-
Pitaevskii �G-P� equations is �with �=1�

i�̇a = ��a − 
a��a − 2�1�a
��d,

i�̇b = ��b − 
b��b + �1�d
��g,

i�̇d = ��d − 2
a − �i� + ����d − �1�a
2 + �1�b

��g,

i�̇g = ��g − �2
a + 
b���g − �� + ���g + �1�d�b. �7�

For the AB path, it becomes

i�̇a = ��a − 
a��a − �2�b
��d + �2�d

��g,

i�̇b = ��b − 
b��b − �2�a
��d,

i�̇d = ��d − �
a + 
b� − �i� + ����d − �2�a�b + �2�a
��g,

i�̇g = ��g − �2
a + 
b���g − �� + ���g + �2�d�a. �8�

In the above two sets of equations �7� and �8�, �i=
−2� j�ij�� j�2, �ii=�ii�n, �ij =�ij�n, �i=�i��n, �i=�i��n are the
renormalized quantities and the term proportional to � is
introduced phenomenologically to simulate the loss of inter-
mediate dimers.

To seek the CPT solution, we take ẋ	0, x
=�a ,�b ,�d ,�g, and �d=0 and let Na=2Nb=2 /3; then one
can easily derive the following CPT solutions:

��g
0�2 =

k��i/�i�2

3�1 + k��i/�i�2�
,

��a
0�2 = 2��b

0�2 = 2
3 �1 – 3��g

0�2� , �9�

where k=4 �i=1� for the AA path and k=1 �i=2� for the AB
path. A consistent check using Eqs. �7� and �8� finds that the
chemical potentials and the two-photon resonance conditions
are the same for both two paths, i.e.,


a = − 2��a��a
0�2 + �ab��b

0�2 + �ag��g
0�2� ,


b = − 2��ab��a
0�2 + �b��b

0�2 + �bg��g
0�2� ,
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�AA = �AB = − � + 2�2�ag + �bg − �g���g
0�2

+ �4�a − 2�ag + 4�ab − �bg���a
0�2. �10�

From Eqs. �9� and �10�, we can conclude that, by dynami-
cally maintaining the two-photon resonance condition, the
population can be concentrated in atomic and trimer bound
states under the respective limits � /�→0 and � /�→.

In the following discussions, we will consider two
schemes to implement the two-photon STIRAP, where a pair
of atoms is first associated with the molecular dimer via PA;
the dimer molecule is then photoassociated with another
atom to the bound trimer molecule. In scheme �i�, the atom-
dimer coupling Rabi frequency � is constant, and the dimer-
trimer coupling Rabi frequency is modulated as ��t�
=�0 sech t /�; in scheme �ii�, the atom-dimer coupling Rabi
frequency is controlled as �=�0 cosh t /�, and the dimer-
trimer coupling Rabi frequency � is fixed. In both cases,
� /�
cosh t /� satisfies � /�→0 as t→0 and � /�→ as
t→, which facilitates the adiabatic coherent population
transfer between atoms and trimers.

III. LINEAR INSTABILITY OF THE CPT STATE

Since the nonlinear collisions between particles may
cause linear instability, making the real solution deviate
away rapidly from the CPT state in the adiabatic evolution,
and hence result in low atom-to-molecule conversion effi-
ciency, it is important to avoid the occurrence of instability
in the STIRAP. For this purpose, through casting nonlinear
Schrödinger equation into an effective classical Hamiltonian
and analyzing the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian-Jacobi ma-
trix obtained by linearizing the equations of motion around
the fixed point that corresponds to the CPT state �26,29,36�,
we investigate the linear instability of the atom-trimer dark
state.

By making use of the canonical transformation, we cast
the grand canonical Hamiltonian in Eq. �6� under the mean-
field approximation into the form of a classical one with
substituting old “variables” �i �complex numbers �a=xa
+ iya , �b=xb+ iyb , �d=xd+ iyd , �g=xg+ iyg� into new ones
xi and yi �37,38�. For the AA path, the classical grand Hamil-
tonian is

K = − ��aa�xa
4 + 2xa

2ya
2 + ya

4� + �bb�xb
4 + 2xb

2yb
2 + yb

4� + �dd�xd
4

+ 2xd
2yd

2 + yd
4� + �gg�xg

4 + 2xg
2yg

2 + yg
4� + 2�ab�xa

2 + ya
2��xb

2

+ yb
2� + 2�ad�xa

2 + ya
2��xd

2 + yd
2� + 2�ag�xa

2 + ya
2��xg

2 + yg
2�

+ 2�bd�xb
2 + yb

2��xd
2 + yd

2� + 2�bg�xb
2 + yb

2��xg
2 + xg

2�

+ 2�dg�xd
2 + yd

2��xg
2 + yg

2� + ��xd
2 + yd

2� + �� + ���xg
2 + yg

2�

+ 2��xd�xa
2 + ya

2� + 2xayayd� − 2��xg�xbxd − ybyd�

+ yg�xbyd + ybxd��� − 
a�xa
2 + ya

2 + 2�xd
2 + yd

2� + 2�xg
2 + yg

2��

− 
b�xb
2 + yb

2 + xg
2 + yg

2� . �11�

Here xi are the canonical momenta, while yi are the coordi-
nates. They are governed by the differential equations ẋi

= �K
�yi

, ẏi=− �K
�xi

. For the AB path, we can obtain a similar clas-

sical grand Hamiltonian as in Eq. �11�, and it is not shown
here. By setting ẋi= ẏi=0, we can obtain the fixed point that
corresponds to the CPT state: xa= ��a

0� , ya=0, xb= ��b
0� , yb

=0, xd=0, yd=0, xg= ��g
0� , yg=0 with the same chemical

potentials and two-photon resonance conditions in Eq. �10�.
The instability of the fixed points depends on eigenvalues

of the Hamiltonian-Jacobi matrix. These eigenvalues can be
real, complex, or pure imaginary. Only pure imaginary ei-
genvalues correspond to the stable fixed points; others indi-
cate the unstable ones. Let xa=z1 , ya=z2 , xb=z3 , yb
=z4 , xd=z5 , yd=z6 , xg=z7 , yg=z8, then elements of the
Hamiltonian-Jacobi matrix can be written elegantly as Jij

= �−1�i

2
�2K

�zi�zj�1
�CPT, where i , j are, respectively, the indices of

rows and columns, and the plus �subtraction� sign is for odd
�even� j. Substituting the CPT state into the matrix elements,
we find the Hamiltonian-Jacobi matrix J around the fixed
point �CPT state� for the atom-trimer conversion system.
Then we solve the eigenvalues �i of J and obtain analytically
the eigenvalues other than the zero-mode frequency of the
matrix J,

�1,2� = i�1,2� = �
i

�2
�b � �b2 − c ,

b = �2 + 2�2 − 2�� − 2�� ,

c = 4��4 − 2���2 − 2���2 + �2�2 + �2�2 + 2����

+ 4�aa�2���a
0�2 + 4�bb��2��b

0�2 + 4�gg��2��g
0�2

+ 8�ab�����a
0���b

0� + 8�ag�����a
0���g

0� + 8�bg�����a
0���g

0�� ,

�12�

where �=−�=2�1��a
0�, �=�=−�1��g

0�, �=�1��b
0�, and �

= �4�aa−2�ad���a
0�2+ �4�ab−2�bd���b

0�2+ �4�ag−4�dg���g
0�2−�

for the AA path; while �=�2��b
0�−�2��g

0�, �=−�2��b
0�

−�2��g
0�, �=−�=−�2��a

0�, �=�2��a
0�, and �= ��aa+�ab

−2�ad���a
0�2+ ��ab+�bb−2�bd���b

0�2+ ��ag+�bg−2�dg���g
0�2−�

for the AB path; and �1,2� are the intrinsic frequencies of the
system, which are identical to the Bogoliubov excitation fre-
quencies of the system. Once �1,2� become real or complex,
the corresponding CPT state is unstable. For the two paths,

we find b=�2+
2l� j

2

3 �0. Here l=1 �j=1� for the AA path and
l=2 �j=2� for the AB path. Hence the unstable regime is
given by either c�0 or c�b2. In the absence of the nonlin-
ear collisions, i.e., �ij =0, the eigenvalues �i reduce to
�1,2�

0 = �
i

�6
�3�2+2l� j

2��9�4+12l� j
2�2. We see that �1,2�

0

are all pure imaginary for both two paths, which implies that
the CPT state of the atom-trimer conversion system is always
stable. Therefore, the instability is caused by the nonlinear
collisions, the same as in the atom-dimer coupling system
�17�.

In the following discussions, we consider the special sys-
tem where we have taken 41K and 87Rb as A and B atoms,
respectively. As in Refs. �18,30� the collisional parameters
are chosen as �aa=3.0�10−17 m3 /s,, �bb=4.96
�10−17 m3 /s, �ab=8.17�10−17 m3 /s, and other collisional
parameters are taken as 0.877�10−17 m3 /s. The condensate
density n is 5�1020 m−3. As mentioned in Sec. II, we
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present two schemes to carry out the STIRAP in the atom-
trimer conversion system. For scheme �i�, the parameters are
chosen as �=4.718�104 s−1, �=�0 sech t /� with �0 /�
=20, ��=20. For scheme �ii�, the parameters are chosen as
�=�0 cosh t /� with �0=4.718�104 s−1, �0�=20, � /�0
=20. For both cases, in units of � /n �or �0 /n�, it can be
easily obtained the collisional parameters �aa=0.3214, �bb
=0.5303, �ab=0.8731, and other collisional parameters are
0.0938.

In Figs. 1�a� and 1�b�, we plot the instability diagrams of
schemes �i� and �ii� for the AA path, respectively, where the
black �white� areas are the unstable �stable� regions. For
scheme �i�, the unstable region consists of two branches,
namely, regions I and II �see Fig. 1�a��. Region I corresponds
to the unstable region obtained by setting c�b2, whose
width shrinks as � increases; region II is the unstable region
obtained by setting c�0, whose width becomes fat with in-
creasing �. When �=3, the dynamics of the system is un-
stable once 0���2.75. That is why the population dynam-
ics deviate from the CPT solution as � decreases to 2.75 at
the latter stage of evolution in the recent work �30� �Fig. 1
with �=3�. For scheme �ii�, the unstable region only has one
branch, bounded by c=b2 �see Fig. 1�b��. Its width shrinks in
both directions with increasing � or �. By comparing Fig.
1�a� with Fig. 1�b�, we find that scheme �i� has a larger
unstable region than that of scheme �ii�. Therefore, the STI-

RAP technique can be carried out safely in a much larger
parameter range for the second scheme case.

Figures 1�c� and 1�d� show samples of the occurrence of
instability with the parameters �labeled by �� in the unstable
regions. In Fig. 1�c�, the instability takes place at about t
=260, while it occurs at about t=25 in Fig. 1�d�. This time
difference is caused by the different values of the real parts
of the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian-Jacobi matrix J. As
has been seen in Eq. �12�, the real parts of the eigenvalues �i
of the Hamiltonian-Jacobi matrix correspond to the imagi-
nary parts of the collective excitation spectrums �i, i.e.,
Re��i�=Im��i�=�i. The nonzero imaginary parts ��i�0� of
the collective excitation spectrums will bring exponential
growth e�it to the probability amplitudes of wave functions in
the collective excitation modes and hence induce instability
in dynamics of the system. Therefore, the larger the � is, the
shorter the time it takes to bring forth the instability. In Fig.
1�c�, �=0.03528. In Fig. 1�d�, �=0.39564. That is why the
former needs much longer time to cause instability than the
latter. Based on the above analysis, we find that, when one
implements the STIRAP, the occurrence of instability not
only depends on the emerge of real or complex eigenvalues
of the Hamiltonian-Jacobi matrix, but it also has a relation
with the scanning rate of the parameters. In the STIRAP, if
the parameters are swept into the unstable regions where the
real parts of the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian-Jacobi ma-

FIG. 1. �Color online� Single-path AA: ��a�,�b�� instability diagrams in �-� and �-� spaces, where the black areas correspond to the
unstable regions; ��c�,�d�� examples of instability in the population dynamics with the parameters labeled by � in �a� and �b�. Here the
population dynamics of atom B and dimers are not shown. The left figures are for scheme �i�, where � is the constant Rabi frequency and
�=�0 sech t /� is the time-dependent Rabi frequency. Time is in units of �−1 �� is in units of ��. The right figures are for scheme �ii�, where
�=�0 cosh t /� and � are the time-dependent and constant Rabi frequencies, respectively. Time is in units of �0

−1 �� is in units of �0�. Other
parameters are defined in Sec. III.
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trix are very small but the scanning speed of parameters is
relatively fast, then the instability may not have enough time
to happen as the parameters are scanned into the stable re-
gion. Here even if the real or complex eigenvalues of the
Hamiltonian are present, the instability does not take place.
This has not been discussed before.

For the AB path, the instability diagrams and examples of
the occurrence of instability for schemes �i� and �ii� are
shown in Figs. 2�a� and 2�c� and Figs. 2�b� and 2�d�, respec-
tively. And we can obtain the similar conclusions as in the
AA path, i.e., the second scheme has smaller unstable re-
gions than the first one; hence, the STIRAP technique can be
implemented in a much larger parameter range in this
scheme.

For both paths AA and AB, one can see that the linear
instability may occur with the increasing of detuning � for
small � in scheme �i�, while it will not take place as � grows
in scheme �ii�. Therefore, the second scheme is more feasible
for experimental manipulation of the coherent conversion of
an atomic BEC into a molecular BEC via STIRAP. This big
difference between the two schemes predicted by our theory
should be observable in experiments.

IV. ADIABATIC FIDELITY OF THE CPT STATE

In the stable region, the existence of the CPT state facili-
tates the adiabatic coherent population transfer between at-
oms and trimers. However, owing to the invalidation of the
superposition principle in this nonlinear system, it is not jus-

tified to apply the adiabatic condition of quantum mechanics
to study the adiabatic evolution of the CPT state. In fact, the
adiabatic evolution of a system can be thoroughly studied
quantitatively by employing the adiabatic fidelity which de-
scribes the distance between the adiabatic solution and the
actual one. However, for the atom-trimer conversion system,
the traditional definition of fidelity is no longer suitable be-
cause the system is not invariant under the U�1� transforma-
tion. Therefore, we should properly define the fidelity for this
system, as in recent papers �34,35�. Mathematically, we see
that the Hamiltonians of the two paths in the atom-trimer
conversion system are invariant under the following transfor-
mation:

U��� = ei����, �13�

where

���� =
�a 0 0 0

0 �b 0 0

0 0 �d 0

0 0 0 2�a + �b

� , �14�

where �d=2�a for the AA path and �d=�a+�b for the AB
path. Under this transformation, ���= ��a ,�b ,�d ,�g�T

→ ����=U������. This two states represent the same state,
which requires that the definition of fidelity should not only
make the distance between ��� and itself to be 1, but also the
distance between ��� and ���� to be 1. For convenience, we
denote the fidelity of two states ��1� and ��2� as f���1� , ��2��.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Single-path AB: ��a�,�b�� instability diagrams in �-� and �-� spaces. Here the black areas are the unstable regions;
��c�,�d�� examples of instability in population dynamics with the parameters labeled by � in �a� and �b�. Here the population dynamics of
atom B and dimers are not shown. The external fields and the parameters in �a� and �b� are the same as in Figs. 1�a� and 1�b�, respectively.
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Then this definition should not only satisfy f���� , ����=1 for
any ��� but also fulfill f(��� ,U������)=1 for any �. With
this consideration, we define the fidelity for atom-trimer con-
version system as

f���1�, ��2�� = ���1��2��2, �15�

where ��̄� is the rescaled wave function of ���
= ��a ,�b ,�d ,�g�T,

��̄� = � �a
2�b

��a���b�
,
�a

2�b

��a
2�

,
�2� j�d

�� j�
,�3�g� . �16�

Here j=b for the AA path and j=a for the AB path. As in
papers �34,35�, it can be proved that this kind of definition
satisfies the above two conditions and other conditions for
fidelity definition �39�. Because we are only concerned with
the adiabatic evolution of the CPT state throughout, we de-
note the adiabatic fidelity of the dark state as F
= ����t� �CPT��2, where ���t�� is the exact solution of the
Schrödinger equation in Eq. �7� or Eq. �8�. ���t�� and �CPT�
are the rescaled wave functions of ���t�� and CPT state, re-
spectively. If the system can adiabatically evolve along the
CPT state, then the value of the adiabatic fidelity should be
close to 1.

Figure 3 shows the Rabi frequencies and the adiabatic
fidelity of the CPT state as functions of time with and with-
out nonlinear collisions for the single AA path. The left fig-
ures are for scheme �i�, where � is constant, while �
=�0 sech t /� is time dependent �see Fig. 3�a��. As can be
seen in Fig. 3�c�, no matter whether the interparticle interac-
tions are considered, the magnitude of the adiabatic fidelity
is about 1 at the initial time, but begins to decrease at some
later time, then diminishes to the minimal value, and finally
approaches to a steady value which is smaller than 1. The
minimal value of the adiabatic fidelity that can be used to
describe the adiabaticity of the system is close to 1. There-
fore, the system can approximately evolve adiabatically
along the CPT state. The right figures are for scheme �ii�,

where �=�0 cosh t /� is modulated and � is fixed �see Fig.
3�b��. In this scheme, no matter whether the nonlinear colli-
sions are included, the adiabatic fidelity is equal to 1 during
the entire evolution �see Fig. 3�d��. Therefore, the system can
follow the CPT state completely. In comparison with the
results in schemes �i� and �ii�, we conclude that the adiaba-
ticity of the system in the second scheme is better than the
first one.

For the AB path, we obtain the similar conclusions as in
the AA path by observing Fig. 4 where the time dependence
of the adiabatic fidelity is shown. In practical experiments,
when the parameters are chosen in the stable regions, one
can observe the adiabatic fidelity stays at 1 throughout the
adiabatic evolution in scheme �ii�, while it departs from 1 at
the middle stage of evolution in scheme �i�. For example, in
the AA path, the minimal value of adiabatic fidelity reaches
0.82, and the final value is 0.91 �see Fig. 3�c��. Our theory
suggests that the second scheme is more effective than the
first one in obtaining higher atom-trimer conversion effi-

FIG. 3. �Color online� Single-
path AA: ��a�,�b�� Rabi frequen-
cies and ��c�,�d�� adiabatic fidelity
as functions of time with and
without nonlinear collisions for �
=−3, �=0. The left figures are
for scheme �i�, where �
=�0 sech t /� and � is fixed. Time
is in units of � �� ,� is in units of
��. The right figures are for
scheme �ii�, where �=�0 cosh t /�
and � is fixed. Time is in units of
�0 �� is in units of �0�. Other pa-
rameters are defined in Sec. III.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Single-path AB: adiabatic fidelity as a
function of time with and without nonlinear collisions for �=−3,
�=0. In �a�, the Rabi frequencies are the same as in Fig. 3�a�; In
�b�, the Rabi frequencies are the same as in Fig. 3�b�. Other param-
eters are the same as in Fig. 3.
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ciency. This theoretical prediction waits for future experi-
ment’s test.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we investigate the linear instability and the
adiabatic fidelity of the atom-trimer dark state in the STI-
RAP. Here the heteronuclear trimers are formed through two
different paths, namely, AA and AB paths. We adopt two
different schemes of two-photon photoassociation to carry
out the STIRAP for these two paths. In the first scheme, the
atom-dimer coupling Rabi frequency � is constant, and the
dimer-trimer coupling Rabi frequency is modulated as ��t�
=�0 sech t /�; in the second scheme, the atom-dimer cou-
pling Rabi frequency is controlled as �=�0 cosh t /�, and the
dimer-trimer coupling Rabi frequency � is fixed. In both
cases, we find that the interparticle interactions could bring
forth linear instability in some parameter regions. We also

find that the unstable regions of scheme �ii� are much smaller
than scheme �i�; hence, the STIRAP technique can be imple-
mented safely in a much larger parameter range in the second
scheme. In addition, the adiabatic evolution of the atom-
trimer dark state is studied quantitatively in terms of a newly
defined adiabatic fidelity. Our calculation suggests that the
adiabaticity of dark state in the second scheme is better than
that in the first scheme; hence, the second scheme is more
effective than the first one in obtaining higher atom-trimer
conversion efficiency.
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